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ISSUES

1. The choice of Regulation

2. The relevance for EU countries

3. The legal basis for the Certificate

4. The legal nature of the Certificate

5. The law of the woman of gives birth

6. The public policy (clause) 



ISSUE 6

The public policy issue
1  - what is public policy?

2  - how the proposal engages with the clause?

3  - why the Italian Senate adopted a negative resolution
against the proposal?



ISSUE 6

The public policy issue
à no definition
à general clause
à in the international private law leads or prevents recognition 
of acts and decisions
à its meaning changes case by case
à two-phase judgment
(1. selection of the interests – 2. balance)



ISSUE 6

The public policy issue: in the 
Proposal
à no definition is provided
à but it is suggested the adoption of the so called strict
interpretation of the clause 
(Pancharevo & Coman meaning)









Let’s make an example

à Surrogacy in GREECE/CANADA and legal 
filiation for social parents
à Recognition in GERMANY where public 
policy doesn’t prevent the recognition
à EUROPEAN CERTIFICATE ISSUED in 
GERMANY
à Effects in ITALY





Public policy circumvention?
à NO

1. prevents distorted interpretation of public policy
2. the result is the same of the meaning proposed 
by Pancharevo (the law should be applied as 
interpreted by the European Court of Justice)
3. it’s the correct application of the (international) 
public policy
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ISSUE 1 

The choice of Regulation: 
à uniformity over harmonization
à consensus for approval



ISSUE 2

The (assumed narrow) relevance within EU countries: 

à numerous countries allow artificial reproduction 
technologies for singles and same sex couples

à very few countries allow surrogacy in EU, is it true?













ISSUE 3

The legal basis for the Certificate: 

à is art. 81 TFUE relevant?

à Should we take into account artt. 20-21 

TFUE, instead?



ISSUE 4 

The legal nature of the Certificate

à Is it helpful?

à Do we know the legal nature of the domestic acts?



ISSUE 5

The law of the gestational mother

à Not the law of the child

à This choice prevents the obstacles to the circulation of 

the statuses


